MRC JOINS TERRA’S EXPANDS “DONE WITH IT” PROGRAM
NASHVILLE, TN (March 5, 2021) – While the coronavirus has disrupted recycling programs nationwide, TERRA’s Done
with IT mail-in program continues to provide electronics recycling to those impacted the epidemic.
Today, TERRA announces Midwest Recycling Center (MRC) as joined the program and will provide certified recycling
services from their R2 certified facility in Park Hills, MO.
Done with IT serves the entire continental U.S. as well as Canada with recycling options from its international network of
e-Stewards and Certified R2 facilities.
“While the electronics recycling industry has been deemed essential, many retail and government e-waste recycling
programs have been suspended,” said Steven Napoli, President & CEO of TERRA. “In addition to general e-waste
recycling, Done with IT helps close the digital divide with refurbishment programs sponsored by major league sports
teams.
In addition to being simple, secure and sustainable, Done with IT also partners with professional sports teams and nonprofit organizations to return refurbished devices to students that lack the proper equipment for remote learning.
“Most people don’t understand the importance and value of choosing a Certified recycler when retiring their used
electronics,” said Greg Cooksey, Director of Business Development/Compliance Officer at MRC “We specialize in
maximizing the value of retired technology and devices while ensuring both data security and sustainability.”
“TERRA and Done with IT are actively seeking more certified recycling partners like MRC,” Napoli added.
###
TERRA & Done with IT
TERRA is dedicated to diverting used electronics to the care of Certified Recyclers to maximize reuse and the recycling of
natural resources.
http://www.jointerra.org / http://www.donewithit.org / Facebook / LinkedIn / Twitter
Midwest Recycling Center (MRC)
MRC Recycling provides to its client’s electronics recycling services, Information Technology Asset Disposition, Medical
and Lab Asset Disposition, and Data Destruction Services, with the goal of properly diverting electronic waste from the
landfill while offering convenient solutions to the ongoing issues of identity theft and environmental liability.
https://mrcrecycling.net/

